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everroll® floor coverings in the Holocaust Memorial, Berlin, Germany 

everroll® xtreme in the “Information Center”
The “Information Center”, an exhibition located under the 
Field of Pillars of the Holocaust Memorial, is one of the silent 
spaces of the Berlin cultural scenes. Not only are the histo-
rical background of the exhibition and the architecture of the 
underground structure important here. The  everroll® xtreme 
floor covering from BSW makes a significant contribution to 
the atmosphere of this venue. Numerous sights in Berlin such 
as the “Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe” are points 
of interest for tourists from all over the world. Located not far 
from the Brandenburg Gate, between 2003 and 2005 on an 
area of approx. 19,000 m² the monument, also called the 
Holocaust Memorial, came into being. Based on the draft by 
Peter Eisenman, 2,711 concrete square stones (pillars) were 
installed on the undulated, paved area. The pillars, arranged in 
54 north-south and 87 east-west axes are of differing heights 
(between ground level and 4.7 m high) with an identical layout 
of 2.38 m x 0.95 m. The memorial for the Jews murdered 
under the Nazi dictatorship in the holocaust is open year-round, 
24 hours a day and with over a million visitors annually, is a 
tourist highlight in the centre of Berlin.

“Information Center”
The monument is supplemented by the “Information Center” 
built underground in the southern corner. The visitor reaches 
the foyer through a stairways or a lift and is then led through 
four themed rooms. On a total area of approx. 1000 m², the 
persecution and extermination of Europe’s Jews is documented. 
Diary notations, letters and the final notes of affected persons, 
family histories, names, short biographies and historic pictures 
and film documents provide the visitor an overview of the 
events. The “Information Center” is a place of silence. When 
you enter the themed rooms (Room of Dimensions, Room of 
the Families, Room of Names, Room of places), you hardly 
notice the visitors standing and walking between the memorial 
panels and photographs. Muted colours on the walls and floors 
and the reserved lighting installation impart a feeling of trepi-
dation. A desired, serious quietness predominates. Here, even 
latent walking noises would be bothersome to the visitors. To 
prevent these walking noises and airborne noises to the greatest 
possible extent, the planners decided even while the museum 
was in development in favour of an  everroll® flooring from 
the Berleburg Schaumstoffwerk GmbH (BSW). The  everroll® 
flooring, with its special material mixture, guarantees not only 
outstanding attributes regarding airborne noises, but also provi-
des the visitors with great walking comfort
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Now, nine years after the opening, a decision was made to 
change the presentation surfaces in the “Information Center”. 
Supported by GMS – Gesellschaft von Architekten und Bera-
tenden Ingenieuren mbH, Berlin, and under the supervision of 
Stefan Hauke, during these reconstructions the floor covering 
was also replaced. It was easy for those responsible to decide 
in favour of the  everroll® xtreme floor covering, since  everroll® 
in recent years proved to be absolutely suitable. With over  
4.5 million people in this time period, the “Information Center” 
counts among the most frequently visited museums in Berlin. 
The covering shows slight signs of use only in the very highly 
frequented area.

Reduction of airborne noises
Airborne noise – as opposed to impact noise that is perceived 
in adjoining rooms through acoustic transmission – is noticed 
in the room where it originates. It is even generated just by the 
impact of shoe heels on the floor and scraping noises while 
someone is walking and can only be reduced by the appropri-
ately selected floor covering. The planners took this insight into 
consideration for the flooring structure in the exhibition area. To 
prevent visible installations for lighting, ventilation and heating, 
the entire cable routing was installed in a false floor. The 
approx. 50 cm-high structure ends in an upper closure through 
fireproof insertion tiles upon which the BSW everroll® xtreme 
was fully bonded. Inspection openings facilitate access for the 
necessary inspection and maintenance work.

everroll® xtreme – the durable, wearproof flooring
 everroll® xtreme, the flooring from BSW with its unique mate-
rial properties defies the high frequency of more than 500,000 
visitors per year wearing a wide range of footwear along with 
the daily cleaning. The elastic special flooring, manufactured 
depending on the quality in thicknesses from 4 to 12 mm in 
rolls in a width of 1,250 mm is made of polyurethane-bonded, 
highly compacted EPDM granulate of varying sizes. The PUR 
binding agent in use makes the flooring water- and stain-
resistant, which facilitates cost effective cleaning. The various 
décors offered (colour compilation and granulate size) allow 
the planners great leeway when designing the flooring. Based 
on its building-physics properties difficult to ignite (Cfl – s1, as 
per DIN EN 13501-1) and low-emission, the  everroll® flooring 
has obtained the general building permit from the Deutschen 
Instituts für Bautechnik. The thermal conductivity (also idea for 
floor heating) and an excellent impact noise level are additional 
convincing arguments for the elastic special floor. “With the 8 
mm thickness selected for the foyer and the exhibition area, the 
single-colour flooring variants of  everroll® xtreme Toronto I and 
La Digue I, we are completely satisfied regarding the acoustic, 
economic and design aspects”, is the résumé made by the 
exhibition’s facility management. With  everroll® xtreme, BSW 

supplies the only elastic floor covering available on the market 
made of bound rubber granulate with the lightfastness rating of 
7, “excellent”. The special material mixture guarantees that the 
colours mostly retain their original intensity, even under strong 
sunlight or intense artificial light.

Information at a glance
Building: “Information Center”, Berlin
Builder: The foundation “Memorial to the Murdered Jews of 
Europe”
Interior architects: Dagmar von Wilcken, Berlin
Architects: Eisenman Architects, New York
Architect reconstruction 2011/12: GMS Gesellschaft von Archi-
tekten und Beratenden Ingenieuren mbH

BSW products
everroll® xtreme flooring in rolls

- Polyurethane, synthetic rubber EPDM
- Width: 1,250 mm; length: from 10 m / 20 m, depending on  
 thickness
- Thicknesses: 4 – 12 mm, depending on the quality
- Fire behaviour: Cfl-s1 difficult to ignite  as per DIN EN  
 13501-1
- Gen. building permit Z-156.602-457


